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P Take a Solar Home Tour
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On the outside this house looks like many others. Walking past
it, you might not even know it was a solar home. However, once
you examine the details of its design and construction, you’ll see
that for this house, its all about the Sun!
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1. Use sunlight for warmth.
Adding large south facing windows
will automatically increase the
warmth a house gains from the
Sun, this is called suntempering.
Likewise, fewer north facing
windows will allow less heat
to escape.

3. Use thermal mass.
Thermal mass is any material that
is dense enough to absorb and
store heat well.
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Heating Water with the Sun
Thermal
Mass
Thermal Mass: Thermal
mass is a dense material
like concrete or stone.
Sunlight falling on thermal mass is absorbed
and turns to heat. At night that heat is released
keeping the house warm. This keeps the house
from getting too hot or too cold.

4. Use insulation.
Insulating the walls and roof of
the house will slow the movement
of heat into or out of the house.
Heat and coolth are also lost
through windows. Specially coated
low-e glass or double-paned
windows offer more insulation
than plain glass.

Air Flow: The simplest way
to cool a passive solar home
is to open windows and vents
at night. Thermal mass can
then radiate heat to the
outside. Hot air rising through
ceiling vents will draw cooler
air into the house. This air will
absorb heat from a mass floor or wall.

5. Use air flow to move hot
and cold air.
Hot air rises and cool air replaces
it. High vents allow hot air to
escape drawing in cool air from
lower vents.
6. Use daylighting to save energy.
Daylighting uses indirect lighting
that adds very little heat and has
minimal glare.

how many passive solar design
features can you identify below?

n

Sponsored by:

Photos courtesy of SMUD.

Solar Hot Water

Now you’ve seen a solar home, time to find out how it works!

Passive Solar Design Features
Most homes use gas, electricity or heating oil to stay warm in the winter and
keep air conditioners running in the summer. Passive solar home design applies
the principles of heat transfer to keep buildings comfortable all year long with
little fuel besides sunlight. How you use these principles depends on where you
live. A house in the desert will focus more on summer cooling, while a house
in a cold climate will need more winter warmth. Passive solar home designers
work with six different principles.

2. Use shade to stay cool.
Designing overhangs above
the windows will block direct
sunlight from entering the house.
Strategically placed trees can also
provide shade.
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Identify the passive solar
features in the diagram at left
by writing the number next to its name.
Answers on page 15.

A key component of any solar home is its hot water
heating system. The first commercial solar water
heaters hit the market in 1891. They consisted of four
black metal tanks placed inside a glass-covered box
placed on the roof. Sun trapped by the glass heated
the water inside the tanks. This system, called the
Climax, had one short-coming: the tanks would cool
down during the night or during cloudy weather. In
1909, William J. Bailey came up with a solution that has
revolutionized solar water heating ever since. He added
an insulated storage tank to the system. As the Sun heated the water
in the solar collector, the hotter water would naturally rise into the
storage tank where it would stay warm overnight.
However, heating tanks of water in the Sun takes a long time, often
all day. Improved modern solar water systems use solar collectors.
Instead of using tanks, solar collectors run liquid through multiple
smaller tubes connected to metal fins or absorber plates.
This provides more surface area to absorb sunlight and
therefore heats the water more quickly.
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In mild climates solar water heaters can use a
thermosiphon system to continuously circulate
and heat the water. In this system, a water tank
is attached above a solar collector. As the Sun
heats the water in the collector, it rises out of the
top into the insulated tank. Cold water flows out
of the tank to the bottom of the collector, and a
convection loop forms.

Your Solar Home was produced by Solar Schoolhouse to inform and
educate young and old about using the Sun to heat, cool and power
homes. This 16 page full-color tabloid supplement covers the concepts
of solar home design and the physical principals on which they are
based. Information on solar ovens, solar fountains, building
a solar model village, and a variety of other solar topics is suitable for
audiences of all ages. Your Solar Home supplement is a wonderful
educational tool that can be easily distributed to local schools, youth
organizations and to the general public for solar outreach campaigns.
The sponsor’s logo is prominently displayed on the cover of
Your Solar Home and a 1/4 page area is available on the back
cover for additional messaging and branding.

Negatively charged particles
in atoms.

b. convection

2.

A single semiconductor that
converts light into electricity.

c. electron

3.

A substance through which
heat can easily flow.

d. photovoltaic
(PV) cell

4.

Substance that does not
conduct heat well.

5.

The way heat moves through
liquids and gases.

6.

Using the Sun to heat and
cool buildings, with little or no
use of machines or other fuel.

7.

Solar water heating panel used
to collect the Sun’s heat and
transfer it to a fluid.

8.

Dense material used to absorb
and store heat.

i. thermal mass

9.

Individual particles of light or
electromagnetic radiation.

j. solar collector

10. The transfer of heat between

k. Summer Solstice

11. The time in spring when day

l. Vernal Equinox

12. The time of year when the

g. photons
h. radiation
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Hot water out for
household use

Tank

Convection loop
circulates water
through system.
Cold water flows
into the collector
and is heated
by sunlight.

Water Heater
Tank

Heat Exchange
(Drainback)
Tank

objects that are not touching.

and night are the same length.
Sun’s arc is highest in the sky.
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n Shut down your computer and printer when idle.
a power strip to turn off small electronics such as DVRs,
n Use
video games and cable boxes. Many of these devices use
electricity even when turned off.

cell phone and laptop chargers when not in use.
n Unplug
They use electricity even if they are not charging.

n Walk or bike to school.
n Organize car pools to get to school, sports practices and games.
Cryptogram Puzzle
Substitute a letter for each letter below to solve the puzzle. If you think
T is the substitute for A, it will be the substitute for all the A’s in the puzzle.

N G V G

—————

S I J G O

———

B N G

———!

O Y C !

Puzzle solutions on page 15.

Your headline here. Duis autem veleum irure dolor in reprehen.

Image of
your choice.

Your message in approximately100 words here. Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet, consectetur adipscing elit, sed diam nonnum yeiusmod tempor
incidunt ut labore et dolore magna aliquam erat volupat. Ut enim ad
minimim veniame quis nostrud exercitation ullam corporsus cipit laboris
nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
Duis autem veleum irure dolor in reprehen derit in voluptate velit esse
molestaie son consequat, vel eum irure dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. At
vero eos et accusam et justo odio dignissim qui blandit praesent lupatum
delenit aigue duos dolor et molestais exceptur sint occaecat cupidat non
provident, simil tempor suntd est laborum et dolor fugai.
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Water Heater
Loop
Water from the
water heater tank is
heated as it passes
through the heat
exchange tubes.

Cold water is pumped into tubes in the heat exchange tank.

n Use a solar cooker once a week or more.
n Take shorter showers and wash your clothes in cold water.
n Dry your clothes outdoors on a clothesline.
n Turn off the lights when you leave the room.
Replace incandescent light bulbs with compact fluorescent
n bulbs,
they use 75% less energy.

————

Drainback Loop
Cool liquid is
pumped into the
solar collector. As
it is heated by the
Sun, it rises and
then drains into
the heat exchange
(drainback) tank.

Solar
Collector

10 easy ways YOU
Can save energy!

1.

f. passive
solar design

So

Cold water in

Draw a line from the word to it’s definition.

How does the Earth’s orbit effect solar home design? How can the
principles of heat transfer be used to keep home temperatures
comfortable? What is photovoltaics and how does it work? These
questions and more are answered in Your Solar Home.

Preheated water
enters the
water heater tank.

Solar-heated water rises
naturally and enters the tank.
Hot water out

Word Match
a. conductor

e. insulator

A drainback system uses an electric pump to push water through a heat
exchanger. It uses a solar collector to heat water, but instead of circulating it
into the water heater tank, it is drained back into a separate heat exchanger
tank. Water from the water heater tank is pumped through pipes within the
heat exchanger and is heated before returning to storage for use.

Thermosiphon System

l Sun and Games
______ High
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A 1892 advertisement for the Climax Solar-Water Heater.
By 1900, more than 1,600 solar water heaters had been
sold in southern California.

Drainback System

______ Insulation

Pricing: A s low as 40¢ each depending on quantity.
Minimum quantity of 2,000.

Energy Star® refrigerator and
oven use less electricity than
traditional appliances.
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N Passive Solar Design
Drought resistant landscaping
and water efficient irrigation
uses less water than a lawn.

A backyard clothesline lets the
Sun dry clothes energy free.

Courtesy of John Perlin and Ken Butti.
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Window coverings can be
adjusted to allow heat or
light in, depending on the
outside temperature.
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Ceiling fans move warm air
down in the winter and
provide a cooling breeze in
the summer.
South facing
windows absorb the
warmth of the Sun in
the winter.
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Low-e windows
insulate the house
from fluctuations in
temperature.
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Front overhang
shades the house
from the hot
summer Sun,
keeping it cool.
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Building a Mod

Extra insulation in the
roof and walls.
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Solar Fountai

Energy efficient fluorescent and
LED lighting uses about 75% less
energy than traditional lighting.
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High clerestory windows let light
in and keep heat out. The sunlight
reflects off of the ceiling and walls
illuminating the house.
Solar panels on the
roof generate electricity
used for lighting and
appliances.
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Some solar home features are found
in homes of all varieties. How many
can you find at your house?

Solar-assisted hot water
system heats water and
contributes to space heating.

Deciduous trees shade the house
in summer and let the Sun’s
warmth heat the house in the winter
when their leaves have fallen off.
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Heavy duty blown-in recycled cellulose
insulation acts as a barrier between
indoor and outdoor temperatures.
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